
Claim construction is an eternal topic in the field of pat⁃
ent law. Discussion on claim construction has always been
concentrated on specific rules for construing claims, in par⁃
ticular how to correctly deal with the relationship between
claim construction utilizing the contents of the description
and drawings and improper introduction of those contents in⁃
to the claims. However, there is one issue that should not be
ignored, that is, whether the rules for claim construction in
patent grant, validity and infringement proceedings shall be
the same, or if not, what are the differences therebetween?

I. Meaning of claim construction
Currently, there are two dissimilar views as to what

“claim construction”is. One view is that the so⁃called“claim
construction”is the term used to describe the process of de⁃
termining the true meaning and literal meaning of the
claims 1, and a concept existing in every phase of a patent.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit ruled in
Scripps Clinic & Research Foundation v. Genentech, Inc.
that“the construction of claims is simply a way of elaborat⁃
ing the normally terse claim language: in order to understand
and explain, but not to change, the scope of the claims”2.
The other view is that claim construction is a unique concept
in infringement proceedings and a process of determining
the scope of protection of a patent. To put the interests of
patent holders under reasonable protection, the majority of
countries and regions expand the scope of protection of pat⁃
ents beyond their literal meaning by means of the“doctrine
of equivalents”. Thus, determination of equivalents also falls
within the scope of claim construction 3. As shown by a sim⁃

ple drawing, claim construction in the former view refers to
the process of delimiting the scope of claims, whereas claim
construction in the latter view refers to the process of deter⁃
mining the scope of a patent intended to be covered (name⁃
ly, the scope delimited by the claims and the scope of equiv⁃
alents).

This writer agrees with the first view. First, although the
concept of“claim construction”originates from the court  s
determination as to whether the alleged infringing technical
solution falls within the scope of protection of the patent, it is
not at all a unique concept in infringement proceedings, and
claims must be construed as well in the patent grant and in⁃
validation proceedings so as to clarify the meaning and
scope of claims and judge the relationship between the
claims and the prior art 4. In this sense, construction of the
same claims shall be completely identical during the three
proceedings so that the public notice function of the claims
is served to the maximum extent, and defining the claim con⁃
struction as“determining the true meaning of the claims”is
conducive to unification of the construction of patent claims
in the three proceedings. Second, the scope of equivalents
cannot be determined departing from the claims and de⁃
scription, but judgment on whether the products constitute
equivalents is, to some extent, different from determination of
the true meaning of the patent claims in terms of the judging
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methods and judging purposes. Moreover, the scope of
equivalents varies according to the date on which infringe⁃
ment occurs, whereas the true meaning of claims has been
determined at the filing date of the patent and will never
change with the date on which infringement actually occurs.
For these reasons, it will be more reasonable to define claim
construction as the process of determining the true meaning
of the claims, and claim construction in infringement pro⁃
ceedings is in fact the process of reproducing the scope of
claims as determined in the patent grant or validity proceed⁃
ings.

“The scope of protection of a patent”as specified in Ar⁃
ticle 59, paragraph one of the Patent Law is the broadest
scope of rights granted to a patent owner, which is obtained
by expanding the scope of claims based on the doctrine of
equivalents. The patent grant proceeding is aimed to clarify
the scope delimited by the claims through examining the ap⁃
plication documents and communication and interaction be⁃
tween examiners and the applicant. The patent validity pro⁃
ceeding is the process in which the PRB determines, at the
request of the invalidation requestor, whether the scope of a
granted claim is proper in view of the grounds and evidence
presented. Patent infringement judgment is conducted by
the judiciary to determine the applicability of the doctrine of
equivalents and the scope of equivalents based on the claim
construction in an effort to figure out the scope of protection
of the patent that a right holder can actually obtain.

II. Necessity and justifiability of
differentiating rules for claim

construction in different proceedings

Claim construction, either in patent grant and invalida⁃
tion proceedings or in patent infringement proceeding, is to
clarify the ambiguities in the claim and delimit the scope of
protection thereof in a justifiable manner. Theoretically, the
criteria for interpreting the scope of protection of claims shall
be consistent in the patent grant, invalidation and infringe⁃
ment proceedings, in such a manner to best ensure that“the
patent holder and the public have the same expectation to⁃
wards the scope of protection of the patent, thereby protect⁃
ing the expectable interests of the public”.5

In practice, however, the rules for claim construction
may or are allowed to have some differences on the grounds
that the above three proceedings are different in their nature，

tasks, and rules on the amendment to patent application
documents or patent documents by the right holders. In my
opinion, from the perspective of balance of interests, the ex⁃
tent to which the patent application documents can be
amended by the party concerned shall be, in general, in⁃
versely proportional to the extent of claim construction. The
more amendments allowed to be made, the less permissible
to construe the claims; and the less amendments allowed to
be made, the more permissible to construe the claims.

In the patent grant proceedings, the examiners examine
pending patent applications submitted by patent applicants,
making sure that the scope of protection of granted patents
is clearly defined, the rights are stable as much as possible,
and the grant of defective patents shall be prevented. Thus,
in the patent grant procedure, the examiners put the empha⁃
sis on examination of the claims, and shall define the mean⁃
ing of the claims under the doctrine of broadest reasonable
interpretation. Suppose the examiner finds that some feature
of a claim interpreted according to its general meaning has
a relatively broad scope that includes the contents already
disclosed in the prior art, which renders the whole claim non⁃
novel, but the feature according to its restrictive definition
presented in the description is not under the coverage of the
prior art, if the feature is interpreted according to its restric⁃
tive definition provided in the description, the claim will be
rendered novel. For the sake of granting a stable and clearly
defined patent, it is more reasonable to understand the fea⁃
ture in its general meaning, rather than explain the feature
according to the contents recited in the description, and is⁃
sue an Office Action indicating lack of novelty. On the one
hand, only in that way can the patent applicants make clarifi⁃
cations or amendments to the features in the patent grant
proceedings, thereby avoiding disputes arising therefrom in
the subsequent processes. On the other hand, in the patent
grant proceedings, the patent applicant can amend the
claims nearly in any manner to overcome the defects point⁃
ed out by the examiner insofar as the amendments fall within
the scope of the documents as originally filed. In doing so,
the technical solutions that really contribute to the society
can be recited in the claim set by the patent applicant, which
is beneficial to maintaining the public notice function of the
claims.

In contrast, the judges are faced with granted patents in
the patent infringement proceedings, with the task of judging
whether the alleged infringing technical solutions fall within
the scope of protection of the patent. In the light of the“bina⁃
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ry”system of the Chinese patent law, the validity of the pat⁃
ent is judged by the PRB, and the patent shall be presumed
valid before the PRB finally declares the patent invalid. 6 Pur⁃
suant to this basic principle, under the above circumstanc⁃
es, the judge shall and must construe the feature of the claim
in its restrictive meaning recited in the description, instead of
in its generic meaning, because the patent holder has no op⁃
portunity to amend the patent documents in the infringement
proceedings. If the claim is not construed on the basis of the
contents of the description, it will result in that the patent
holder is entitled to the rights that are obviously not in compli⁃
ance with his contributions to the society, which is certainly
unreasonable.

What  s really annoying is the patent validity proceed⁃
ings. In the validity proceedings, the PRB deals with granted
patents to judge whether the grant of patent is proper with
reference to grounds and evidence submitted by an invalida⁃
tion requestor. If the grant of a patent does not meet the stat⁃
utory requirements for patentability, the PRB is responsible
for rectifying improper grant through declaring the patent in⁃
valid in whole or in part. Since what needs to be determined
in the patent validity proceedings is whether the grant of pat⁃
ent is correct, the patent validity proceedings shall in princi⁃
ple follow the same rules for claim construction as those in
the patent grant proceedings. However, according to the
current laws and regulations, the patent holder is subject to
more restrictions on amendments to the claims in the patent
validity proceedings than in the patent grant proceedings,
and what s more important, the patent holder is not allowed
to make such amendments by incorporating the features ex⁃
tracted from the description into the claims. It means that the
defects which could have been overcome by amending the
claims in the patent grant proceedings cannot be overcome
in the patent validity proceedings. If the claim is still con⁃
strued under the same rules as in the patent grant proceed⁃
ing, it is likely to be declared invalid so that the errors arising
from, for example, drafting defects cannot be remedied. This
may be a punishment that is too severe to a tiny error and
goes against the aim of encouraging invention⁃creations. Un⁃
der the circumstances as mentioned above, suppose the
feature is still understood in its general meaning without refer⁃
ring to the relevant content in the description, it will only lead
to a conclusion of lack of novelty and render the patent inval⁃
id since the contents of the description cannot be incorporat⁃
ed into the claim by way of amendment, which obviously
does not match the contributions made by the patent holder

to the society. Thus, this writer opines that in the patent validi⁃
ty proceedings, we should not place much emphasis on the
examination of the claims and construe the claims under the
doctrine of broadest reasonable interpretation as what we
do in the patent grant proceedings.

Even so, it is still undeniable that in the patent validity
proceedings, the patent holder may still make improvement
on the patent and adjust the scope of protection of the pat⁃
ent by amending the patent documents, which is impossible
in the patent infringement proceedings; additionally, if the
claims are construed in the same way and under the same
rules as in the patent infringement proceedings, it is mean⁃
ingless to have the patent validity proceedings, which is cer⁃
tainly contrary to the original intent of the system design.
Thus, the rules for claim construction in the patent validity
proceedings should not be the same as those in the patent
infringement proceedings, during which the claims are con⁃
strued to a great extent in order to balance the interests be⁃
tween the patent holder and the public, and shall be at a
point somewhat between the patent grant proceedings and
the patent infringement proceedings. This same view can be
found in the Supreme People s Court s Judgment No. Zhix⁃
ingzi 53⁃1/2010 7, in which the Supreme Peoples Court held
that in view of different effects and functions of the patent
grant, validity and infringement proceedings, the methods
for claim construction in these three proceedings are

“strongly consistent with each other and also different from
each other to some extent”.

Over recent years, a heated discussion on the yardstick
and rules for claim construction in the patent grant, validity
and infringement proceedings has been triggered in the Unit⁃
ed States. As of 16 September 2013 when a new inter partes
review (IPR) came into effect, the United States Patent Trial
and Appeal Board (PTAB) has always construed the claims
under the broadest reasonable interpretation (BRI) standard
in the IPR procedure, but not under the Phillips standard as
used in the patent infringement proceedings. According to
the statistics released by the United States Patent and Trade⁃
mark Office (USPTO), the claims which are declared invalid
in the IPR procedure account for about 84% of the totality.
There is a common view in the IP circle that such a high inval⁃
idation rate is closely associated with the PTABs use of the
BRI standard. As reported on www.ipr.gov.cn on 20 January
2016, the United States Supreme Court accepted the appeal
from Cuozzo Speed Technologies against the PTABs ruling
for declaring its patent entitled“speed limit indicator”invalid
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based on the BRI standard 8. Cuozzo Speed Technologies
argued in the request for review that“a primary reason for
the high cancellation rate is that, although IPR was expressly
designed to be a surrogate for litigation, the PTAB does not
use the same claim construction standard as federal
courts. ……Of course, the broader the interpretation of the
claim, the more extensive the array of relevant prior art—and
in turn the more likely that the claim will be held invalid in
light of that prior art.”The result of trial of this case not only
has a great influence on patent practice in the United States,
but also is of great significance in clarifying the claim con⁃
struction standards in the patent validity and infringement
proceedings in China.

III. Differences and similarities
between claim construction rules in

different proceedings
As to the differences and similarities between claim con⁃

struction rules in different proceedings, the writer partially

agrees on the opinions of the Supreme People s Court pre⁃
sented in the Judgment No. Zhixingzi 53⁃1/2010, that is, the
claim construction in the abovementioned three proceed⁃
ings belongs to textual interpretation and shall abide by the
general rules for textual interpretation. The differences be⁃
tween the rules for claim construction prominently lie in the
function of the observations made by the party concerned.
However, in the present case, the Supreme People  s Court
collectively called the patent grant proceedings and the pat⁃
ent validity proceedings as“the patent grant and validity pro⁃
ceedings”, and generally compared it to the patent infringe⁃
ment proceedings 9 without further differentiating and dis⁃
cussing whether the rules for claim construction in the patent
grant proceedings and in the patent validity proceedings
shall be the same and what differences are between them.

To make clearer the differences between the rules for
claim construction in the three proceedings, the writer will
look into the common circumstances where claim construc⁃
tion is necessary and provide suggestions thereon in the fol⁃
lowing table 1.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

circumstances

self⁃coined words having partic⁃
ular meanings in the description

well ⁃ known terms or generic
concepts having particular
meanings in the description

functional features

claims have obvious errors

claims are unclear and cannot be
construed by way of clarification

claims are unclear but can be
construed by way of clarification

Claims are clear, but the scope
of protection thereof is too
broad to be supported by the
description

product claims delimited by pro⁃
cess, use and dosage features

close⁃ended and open⁃ended

grant

particular meanings in the
description

general meaning

all modes that can realize
the function

office action on“obvious
errors”

office action on “lack of
clarity”

office action on “lack of
clarity”

the features shall be inter⁃
preted according to its
general meaning and
based on the claims

If the process, use and
dosage features have no
influence on the structure
and composition of a prod⁃
uct, those features have no
limitative function.

only including the compo⁃
nents clearly recited in the
claims

validity

particular meanings in the
description

particular meanings in the
description

all modes that can realize
the function

the only correct answer

declaring the patent invalid
due to“lack of clarity”

making interpretation by
way of clarification

the features shall be inter⁃
preted according to its
general meaning and
based on the claims

If the process, use and
dosage features have no
influence on the structure
and composition of a prod⁃
uct, those features have
no limitative function.

only including the compo⁃
nents clearly recited in the
claims

infringement

particular meanings in
the description

particular meanings in
the description

embodiments+
equivalents

the only correct answer

incomparable,
non⁃infringement

making interpretation
by way of clarification

the features shall be in⁃
terpreted according to
its general meaning and
based on the claims

all the features need to
be taken into account
(all elements rule)

only including the com⁃
ponents clearly recited
in the claims

comparison

grant=validity=
infringement

validity=
infringement

grant=validity

validity=
infringement

grant=validity=
infringement

validity=
infringement

grant=validity=
infringement

grant=validity

grant=validity=
infringement

Table 1 Comparison of claim construction rules in patent grant, validity and infringement proceedings
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1. The circumstances where the rules for claim construc⁃
tion in the three proceedings are completely the same

The rules for claim construction in the three proceed⁃
ings shall be completely the same under the circumstances
1, 5, 7 and 9. It is relatively easy to understand under the cir⁃
cumstances 1, 5 and 9. Under the circumstances 7 where
the scope of protection of a claim is too broad to be support⁃
ed by the description, on the one hand, the court for adjudi⁃
cation of infringement disputes has no jurisdiction over the
cases relating to patent validity under the current“binary”
system design. Although the judge deems that the scope of
claims is too broad to be supported by the description, the
judge shall still make a judgment based on the claims, but
not construe the claims restrictively by using the contents of
the description, which actually constitutes substantial
amendment to the claims, before the accused infringer files
a request for invalidation or the PRB declares the patent in⁃
valid. On the other hand, unlike the corrective construction
made for obvious errors, it is impossible to make a correct
judgment on whether the claims can be supported by the de⁃
scription merely according to the contents of the description.
Instead, the judge shall stand in the shoes of those ordinarily
skilled in the art to make a judgment based on solid under⁃
standing of the prior art. If it is allowed in the patent infringe⁃
ment proceedings to construe the claims restrictively based
on the contents of the description in the event of the claims
being clear, it will render the existence of the patent validity
proceedings meaningless and severely undermine the pub⁃
lic notice function of the claims, and meanwhile force the
claim construction off the tracks of the“doctrine of compro⁃
mise”and into the puddle of“central claiming”.

2. The circumstances where the rules for claim construc⁃
tion in the patent validity and infringement proceedings are
the same, but different from those in the patent grant pro⁃
ceedings

Under the circumstances 2, 4 and 6, in the patent validi⁃
ty proceedings, the claims shall be construed in a way that is
the same as the one in the patent infringement proceedings
but different from the one in the patent grant proceedings.

It is relatively easy to understand the rules for claim con⁃
struction in the patent grant and infringement proceedings.
For example, under the circumstances 2, if a known feature
or generic concept in the claim has a general meaning but is
also specifically defined in the description, for the sake of
granting a stable and clearly delimited patent, it is required
in the patent grant proceedings to understand the feature or

concept based on the claims, understand the known feature
or generic concept according to its general meaning and
urge the patent applicant to incorporate the specific defini⁃
tion recited in the description or the correct content into the
claims, so as to avoid disputes in the subsequent validity or
infringement proceedings. In the patent infringement pro⁃
ceedings, the known feature or generic concept must be un⁃
derstood according to its specific meaning recited in the de⁃
scription, in such a way that the interests between the right
holder and the public can be better balanced. For another
example, under the circumstances 4, where obvious errors
are found in the claim, a lack of clarity objection can be
raised in the patent grant proceedings to enable a patent ap⁃
plicant to take notice of that error as early as possible and
correct the same to the only correct answer, which is condu⁃
cive to making the granted claims clearly defined. In the pat⁃
ent infringement proceedings, if the sole correct meaning of
the known feature or generic concept can be derived from
the description, the obvious error in the claim can be correct⁃
ed by way of construing it according to its sole correct mean⁃
ing, which is beneficial to protecting the patent effectively,
as well as to balancing the interests between the right holder
and the public.

What really troubles is the patent validity proceeding.
The reason why this writer suggests making clarifying or cor⁃
rective constructions of the claims with reference to the con⁃
tents of the description lies in that under the three circum⁃
stances, the defects in the claims are mostly caused by care⁃
less drafting errors. The contents that can remedy those er⁃
rors are mostly recited in the description. According to the
current provisions in the Guidelines for Patent Examination,
the contents of the description cannot be added or supple⁃
mented to the claims by way of amendment. For the purpose
of putting true invention⁃creations under protection, it is rea⁃
sonable to clarify those errors by way of interpreting the
claim language. Whats more important, the interpretation un⁃
der the above three circumstances is made to make the de⁃
fective contents clearer, rather than constitute a substantive
change in claim scope.

Maybe someone will compare the circumstances 2, 4, 6
with 7, thereby questioning why it is allowed to interpret the
claims according to the contents in the description under the
circumstances 2, 4 and 6 in the patent validity proceedings,
whereas claim construction is based on the claims, not the
contents in the description, under the circumstances 7. This
writer holds that, first of all, as emphasized in many cases by
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the Supreme Peoples Court, the technical features delimited
in the claims shall be taken as the basis in claim construction
so as to avoid inclusion of the content that is not delimited in
the claim but only recited in the description into the scope of
claims, which may improperly narrow down the scope of
claims. Interpretation under the circumstances 2, 4 and 6 is
to clarify the claims, rather than make the claim scope nar⁃
rower. If the contents supported by the description can be in⁃
cluded in the claims by way of interpretation under the cir⁃
cumstances 7 where the claims are not supported by the de⁃
scription, it may constitute a substantive change in claim
scope. Second, the first issue that must be solved at the time
of filing an application is to claim the technical solutions in a
direct and concise language, clarify the scope of a patent
application and narrow down the scope in a stepwise man⁃
ner by dependent claims, so as to establish a three⁃dimen⁃
sional protective system. Even though, as a protection strate⁃
gy, it is desired to generalize a scope broader than that sup⁃
ported by the description, it is necessary to recite the con⁃
tents supported by the description in the form of dependent
claims into the claim set in case of“contingencies”. An over⁃
broad scope of protection with no dependent claims under⁃
propped can only be deemed as“an over ⁃confident fault”,
not“a careless error”. Moreover, when obtaining a broader
scope of protection, a patent applicant shall also be ready to
bear the corresponding risk. As a result, under the circum⁃
stances 7, it is deemed as unreasonable to construe the
claim restrictively based on the contents supported by the
description.

Looking closely into the Interpretation on Several Issues
Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Disputes
over Patent Infringement (II) (hereinafter referred to as“the
Interpretation (II)”) recently released by the Supreme People
s Court, a clear signal is sent to the public that a patent hold⁃
er is urged to pay enough attention to the scope and layout
of his rights at the beginning of the filing through strict inter⁃
pretation of claim language in the patent infringement pro⁃
ceedings. This will be beneficial to the efficient operation of
the patent system and enhancement of the level of protec⁃
tion.

3. The circumstances where the rules for claim construc⁃
tion in the patent validity and grant proceedings are the
same, but different from those in the patent infringement pro⁃
ceedings

Under the circumstances 3 and 8, the rules for claim
construction in the patent validity proceedings shall be the

same as those in the patent grant proceedings, but different
from those in the patent infringement proceedings.

The most typical case is with functional features. Pursu⁃
ant to relevant provisions of the Guidelines for Patent Exami⁃
nation, functional features shall be construed as all the em⁃
bodiments capable of realizing the function in the patent
grant proceeding; whereas in light of the provisions of the re⁃
cently released Interpretation (II), functional features shall be
construed as specific embodiments described in the de⁃
scription and the equivalents thereof in the patent infringe⁃
ment proceedings. Although it has been criticized for the in⁃
consistent rules for claim construction in different proceed⁃
ings, the writer thinks that such inconsistency is not unac⁃
ceptable.

First, in most cases, the differences between the rules
for claim construction in the above two proceedings remain
only at the literal level, and substantive findings shall be the
same. During the substantive examination, where there is a
claim containing functional features, an examiner needs to
examine whether the means ⁃plus ⁃ function features can be
supported by the description. There may be two circum⁃
stances in this regard: one is that the function is accom⁃
plished by a particular way recited in the description, and
the other is that the accomplishment of the function does not
rely on the specific embodiments recited in the description,
but any component or structure capable of performing that
function can be used in the related technical solution. Under
the first circumstances, the examiner shall make sure
through examination whether those skilled in the art are clear
about the fact that the function can also be accomplished by
other alternative manners not mentioned in the description,
or whether there are good reasons to doubt that one or more
ways included in the functional features cannot solve the
technical problem intended to be solved by the invention or
achieve the same technical effects. The examining process
is regarded as consistent with the process of judging wheth⁃
er there are equivalents to the specific embodiments de⁃
scribed in the description and what the equivalents are (if
any) in the patent infringement proceedings. If the functional
feature is allowable in a claim, it indicates that the functional
feature includes not only the specific embodiments recited
in the description, but also alternatives capable of realizing
the function. If not, the examiner will certainly require the pat⁃
ent applicant to narrow down it to the specific embodiments
of the description and alternatives capable of realizing the
function, which is completely the same as in the patent in⁃
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fringement proceedings, as shown in Fig. 1 below.

Second, even if the findings concerning claim construc⁃
tion by applying the two rules in the two proceedings may be
different, it is acceptable for the purpose of guiding the pat⁃
ent applicant to try possible means to use structural fea⁃
tures, rather than functional features, for limitation. For in⁃
stance, under the second circumstances as mentioned
above, if, in the patent grant proceedings, the examiner
holds that the function can be realized without relying on the
specific embodiments recited in the description and any
component or structure capable of realizing the function can
be used in the technical solution, the functional features will
be allowed to be used in the claim. Therefore, the functional
feature includes not only the specific embodiments recited in
the description and alternatives regarded as equivalents
thereof, but also alternative technical means capable of ac⁃
complishing the function and not substantially identical with
the specific embodiments. The functional feature in the grant⁃
ed claim is very likely to be understood as including the first
two types in the patent infringement proceedings (as shown
in Fig. 2 below), unless it belongs to“a specific embodiment
capable of achieving the function that can be directly and
definitely determined only by reading the claims”.

Under such circumstances, different rules will ostensibly
result in that some rights of the patent holder cannot be pro⁃
tected effectively. The root cause stems from the fact that the
patent holder defines the claimed invention by functional fea⁃
tures, which is not recommended. Functional features are
not recommended, which does not mean that the use thereof
will impair the interests of the patent holder. If the patent
holder deems that the relevant functions can be realized
without relying on the specific embodiments of the descrip⁃
tion, and functional features would be more proper than
structural features, he may enumerate and explain in the de⁃
scription other modes capable of realizing the function, in ad⁃
dition to the specific embodiments. For instance, those alter⁃
natives capable of realizing the function, though not com⁃
pletely identical, shall also be sufficiently described in the de⁃
scription as part of the functional features. In this case, it is
unlikely to see a part of the solutions is ineligible for protec⁃
tion as shown in Fig. 2. For that reason, different rules to inter⁃
pret functional features in the grant and infringement pro⁃
ceedings are conducive to guide a patent applicant in better
drafting application documents.

As to the reasons why the rule of interpretation in the va⁃
lidity proceedings shall be the same as that in the grant pro⁃
ceedings, not that in the infringement proceedings, the rea⁃
sons are similar to those under the circumstances 7 and will
not be reiterated herein.

IV. Conclusion
All in all, the proceedings involving grant, validity and in⁃

fringement are different from each other in terms of nature
and tasks, the patent holders may amend application docu⁃
ments or patent documents to different extent, and some dif⁃
ferences may and are allowed to exist in claim construction
during different proceedings. Such differences will not im⁃
pair the public notice function of claims. To the contrary, con⁃
struing the claims from both the aspects of administrative ex⁃
amination and judicial protection will finally be advantageous
to guiding patent applicants to draft their application docu⁃
ments in the most proper manner so as to put their contribu⁃
tions to the society under protection.■
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by the embodiments described in the description

Fig.2: the accomplishment of relevant functions does not
rely on the embodiments described in the description
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quest for retrial by the invalidation requestor, the Supreme People  s

Court decided that the request for retrial shall be overruled.
8“Supreme Court Examine PTABs Claim Construction Standards”. Re⁃

trieved from www.ipr.gov.cn on 20 January 2016.
9 In that case, the Supreme Peoples Court held that the differences be⁃

tween the patent grant and validity proceedings and the patent infringe⁃

ment proceedings“prominently lie in the function of the observations

made by the party concerned……In the patent grant and validity pro⁃

ceedings, the observations made by the applicant, under normal circum⁃

stances, can only serve as the reference in understanding the description

and claims, not a decisive basis. However, in the course of the civil pat⁃

ent infringement proceedings where the scope of protection of claim is

required to be interpreted, the scope of protection of the patent shall be

construed restrictively according to the observations made by the party

concerned as long as the party concerned waives some technical solu⁃

tion by way of making observations in the patent application or grant

stage.”
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2016 年 4 月 19 日，國家工商總局副局長劉俊臣介紹，

2015 年我國商標註册申請量 287.6 萬件，是 2008 年的 4.12

倍，連續 14 年位居世界第一。

在國務院新聞辦舉行的新聞發佈會上，劉俊臣介紹，自

2008 年我國實施知識産權戰略以來，我國商標品牌建設取

得了跨越式發展。按照世界知識産權組織的測算，中國年度

商標註册申請量佔到全球的 1/3。截至今年一季度，我國累

計商標申請量 1913.7 萬件，有效商標註册量 1074.55 萬件。

商標註册的國際化程度不斷提高。2015 年，國内申請

人通過馬德里國際商標註册體系到國外申請註册商標 2321

件，外國申請人指定中國的馬德里商標國際註册申請 24849

件，在馬德里聯盟中分别排名第 6 位和第 1 位。

商標品牌的資本化運作能力不斷增强。2015 年，共辦

理商標質權登記申請 970 件，幫助企業融資近 300 億元。

劉俊臣説我國離世界商標品牌强國還有很大的差距：一

是我國企業平均的商標擁有量比較低，到 2015 年底，平均每

萬户市場主體的有效商標擁有量爲 1335 件，而美國是 3000

多件，韓國是 2000 多件；二是國際知名的商標品牌比較少，

國際競争力不强。發達國家申請人到海外申請註册商標佔

比達到 35％至 75％，中國企業到其他國家申請註册的只有

不到 5％；三是商標註册申請的行業分佈有待優化，服務業商

標申請所佔份額有待提昇。

他説，下一步要提昇商標品牌的國際競争力，大力提昇

商標註册的便利化水平，同時嚴厲打擊商標搶註行爲，並且

要進一步净化市場環境和消費環境，更好地保護商標專用權

和消費者的合法權益。

(來源：新華社)
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